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Abstract

Life history traits are critical components of fitness and frequently reflect adaptive

responses to environmental pressures. However, few genes that contribute to natural life

history variation have been identified. Insulin signalling mediates the determination of

life history traits in many organisms, and single gene manipulation in Drosophila
melanogaster suggests that individual genes in the pathway have the potential to produce

major effects on these quantitative traits. We evaluated allelic variation at two insulin

signalling genes, the Insulin-like Receptor (InR) and its substrate, chico, in natural

populations of D. melanogaster. We found different patterns of variation: InR shows

evidence of positive selection and clines in allele frequency across latitude; chico exhibits

neutral patterns of evolution. The clinal patterns at InR are replicated between North

America and Australia, showing striking similarity in the distribution of specific alleles

and the rate at which allele frequencies change across latitude. Moreover, we identified a

polymorphism at InR that appears to be functionally significant and consistent with

hypothetical patterns of selection across geography. This polymorphism provides new

characterization of genic regions of functionality within InR, and is likely a component

in a suite of genes and traits that respond adaptively to climatic variation.
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Introduction

Life history traits include aspects of an organism’s biol-

ogy that directly affect reproduction and survival (Roff

1992; Stearns 1992). These traits are closely connected

with fitness, and life history strategies have provided

valuable examples of adaptive responses to natural

selection (e.g. Endler 1986; Reznick et al. 1990; Martin

1995). Many phenotypic and genetic components con-

tribute to life history, and complex and correlated suites

of traits have evolved to maximize the fitness of life his-

tory regimes. But despite the vast diversity of life his-

tory strategies across taxa, empirical studies have

demonstrated widely shared correlations among life
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history traits. Two major correlations underlying life

history determination include the negative correlation

between reproduction and survival, and the positive

correlation between longevity and stress tolerance (Rez-

nick 1985; Stearns 1991; Partridge et al. 2005; Vermeulen

& Loeschcke 2006; Harshman & Zera 2007; Toivonen &

Partridge 2009). These relationships between traits are

mediated by pleiotropic genic elements, or by genic ele-

ments that affect single traits but co-occur through link-

age disequilibrium and act as pleiotropic alleles. Such

pleiotropic effects of individual genes are routinely

observed in mutation genetics experiments, and indicate

that genetic determinants that affect one component of

life history are also likely to affect others (Partridge

et al. 2005; Paaby & Schmidt 2009).

Patterns of phenotypic variation across environmental

heterogeneity can indicate adaptive responses to selec-

tion, and evaluating these patterns can yield insight into
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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the evolutionary dynamics of natural populations. For

example, variation in coat pigmentation in the oldfield

mouse Peromyscus polionotus suggests adaptation to

changes in substrate reflectance (Mullen & Hoekstra

2008), and flower colour in the desert plant Linanthus

parryae likely represents adaptation to different soil

environments (Schemske & Bierzychudek 2007). Exami-

nation of life history variation across climatic gradients

may provide similar understanding into how this com-

plex suite of traits evolves. Natural populations of Dro-

sophila melanogaster exhibit variation in many traits

across latitudinal clines, including life history pheno-

types: high latitude populations exhibit longer lifespan,

lower fecundity, higher incidence of reproductive dia-

pause, larger body size, and higher cold stress tolerance

than low latitude populations (Capy et al. 1993; Mitrov-

ski & Hoffmann 2001; De Jong & Bochdanovits 2003;

Schmidt et al. 2005a; Trotta et al. 2006). Genetic vari-

ance for and genetic correlations among these traits

indicate that selection in the local environment may act

on certain phenotypes but drive expression of others

through tradeoffs (David 1975; Anderson et al. 2003; De

Jong & Bochdanovits 2003; Schmidt et al. 2005b; Rako

et al. 2007; Schmidt & Paaby 2008). Variation in stress

tolerance has been especially well described, and may

be a key component in life history evolution (Hoffmann

& Harshman 1999; Hoffmann et al. 2001, 2005; 2007).

This framework suggests a hypothetical selection

regime: high latitude, seasonally cold climates impose

seasonal stress and favour genotypes that confer

stress tolerance; correlated traits, which may evolve as

co-adapted responses to the same selection regime or by

indirect selection via pleiotropy, are characterized by

better overwintering ability, larger body size, longer life-

span, slower development and lower fecundity relative

to low latitude populations (Paaby & Schmidt 2009).

Despite the well-characterized life history variation in

natural populations of D. melanogaster, few genes have

been shown to contribute to these observed phenotypic

patterns (De Luca et al. 2003; Carbone et al. 2006; Paaby

& Schmidt 2008; Schmidt et al. 2008). However, likely

candidate genes include those characterized by extended

longevity mutant or overexpression phenotypes in

model systems (e.g. Kenyon et al. 1993; Lin et al. 1998;

Rogina et al. 2000; Clancy et al. 2001; Tatar et al. 2001;

Hwangbo et al. 2004), which routinely show correlated

responses in other life history traits (Partridge et al.

2005; Paaby & Schmidt 2009). In particular, the insulin

signalling pathway and its pleiotropic determination of

a suite of correlated traits has been well characterized.

Insulin signalling is conserved across taxa and appears

universally relevant to the determination of life history

phenotypes in metazoans: mutations that reduce insulin

signalling in D. melanogaster, mutations in the dauer
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
pathway in Caenorhabditis elegans and reduction of IGF-I

in mice produce correlated phenotypic responses that

include increases in lifespan and stress tolerance and

decreases in reproductive success (Partridge & Gems

2002; Tatar et al. 2003; Giannakou & Partridge 2007). A

reduction in insulin signalling by manipulation at

almost any point in the pathway can induce these pleio-

tropic effects in either D. melanogaster or C. elegans, as

demonstrated by genetic manipulations of multiple ele-

ments in both systems (Giannakou & Partridge 2007).

Whether loci within this pathway harbour significant

natural genetic variation may be a function of position:

across 12 Drosophila species, downstream elements show

evidence of stronger purifying selection than upstream

elements (Alvarez-Ponce et al. 2009). Two upstream

pathway members include the Insulin-like Receptor (InR)

and the receptor substrate, chico. Disruption at either

gene reduces insulin signalling and produces similar

mutant phenotypes, including longevity extension,

increased stress tolerance, decreased growth and devel-

opment and compromised reproduction (Clancy et al.

2001; Tatar et al. 2001).

The characterization of these genes in mediating

organism life history offers an opportunity to identify

the loci that are involved in life history evolution. How-

ever, aging genes characterized by mutation genetics do

not necessarily contribute to genetic variance for traits

in the wild (Curtsinger 2003; Flatt 2004). For example,

genes under strong selective constraints may vary little

in natural populations, or genes may harbour only neu-

tral polymorphisms. But populations do harbour sub-

stantial allelic variation for lifespan: artificial selection

experiments (e.g. Rose & Charlesworth 1981; Promislow

et al. 1996), genetic correlation analyses (e.g. Tatar et al.

1996; Schmidt et al. 2005a), and identification of aging

genes or chromosomal regions through QTL analysis

(Nuzhdin et al. 1997; Leips & Mackay 2000; Mackay

2002; De Luca et al. 2003; Geiger-Thornsberry & Mac-

kay 2004; Pasyukova et al. 2004; Wilson et al. 2006)

have demonstrated significant genetic variance for this

trait in natural populations of D. melanogaster. Conse-

quently, the evaluation of natural genetic variation at

candidate genes has the potential to identify function-

ally significant polymorphisms that affect lifespan and

other life history phenotypes, and provide insight into

genic function that is complementary to investigations

using mutation genetics.

In D. melanogaster, characterization of nucleotide tar-

gets of selection is facilitated by the distribution of nat-

ural populations across latitudinal gradients. D.

melanogaster originated in tropical Africa, and has colo-

nized temperate regions in the North American and

Australian continents within the last few hundred years

(David & Capy 1988). Surveys at multiple loci have
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revealed patterns of variation along latitudinal clines in

which the frequencies of the derived alleles increase

with latitude, suggesting adaptation to novel, temperate

habitats (Sezgin et al. 2004; Hoffmann & Weeks 2007).

While patterns across geography can result from sto-

chastic processes, independent clinal patterns replicated

on multiple continents imply selection. For example,

clinal variation at the alcohol dehydrogenase locus has

been documented on several continents, implicating

thermal regimes in the maintenance of allelic variation

(Oakeshott et al. 1982). Furthermore, analysis of gen-

ome-wide tiling arrays generated from temperate and

subtropical populations has revealed multiple regions

of differentiation and parallel responses between North

America and Australia (Turner et al. 2008). Consistency

between continents likely reflects responses to indepen-

dent but similar selection pressures, as North American

and Australian populations were founded at different

times and from different source populations (Bock &

Parsons 1981; David & Capy 1988). Clines have also

been observed in the distribution of multiple chromo-

somal inversions, which are likely maintained by selec-

tion on genes within or near the inversions (Hoffmann

et al. 2004).

The genetic correlations between life history traits in

natural populations (Schmidt et al. 2005b) and the

pleiotropic expression of these same traits by mutation

analyses in insulin signalling genes (Clancy et al. 2001;

Tatar et al. 2001) suggest that InR and chico might con-

tribute to the observed genetic variance for these phe-

notypes in the wild. Here, we evaluated allelic variation

at these loci, derived from populations spanning latitu-

dinal gradients on two continents, for evidence of his-

torical and contemporaneous selection. We observed

substantial differences in the molecular evolution of InR

and chico, suggesting that different members of the

pathway have responded differently to selection. Fur-

thermore, we identified a polymorphism in the first

exon of InR that shows a striking nonrandom distribu-

tion across both continents and functional effects on

phenotype. These results suggest that this polymor-

phism may play a role in the determination of adaptive

life history phenotypes, and contributes new character-

ization of genic regions of functionality within the Dro-

sophila insulin receptor.
Materials and methods

Population samples

To sequence InR and chico, D. melanogaster isofemale

lines were established from North American popula-

tions in Bowdoinham, ME (44.01 �N latitude, 69.90 �W

longitude), New Hope, PA (40.36 �N, 74.95 �W), Law-
renceville, NJ (40.29 �N, 74.73 �W), Orlando, FL

(28.54 �N, 81.38 �W) and Homestead, FL (25.47 �N,

80.48 �W). Second and third chromosomes were

extracted using the CyO (stock 5439 from the Blooming-

ton Stock Center) and TM6B (stock 279 from the Bloom-

ington Stock Center) balancers, to permit sequencing at

chico (second chromosome) and InR (third chromo-

some). Putatively clinal InR polymorphisms identified

by sequencing were then screened at larger sample

sizes, using genomic preparations from isofemale lines

or wild-caught males from additional collections from

North American populations (encompassing a total of

nine populations across 18.6 � latitude) and from wild-

caught females (or single F1 individuals from wild-

caught females) from populations in eastern Australia

(encompassing a total of 17 populations across 27.3 �
latitude). The North American samples were collected

from Bowdoinham, ME, Lawrenceville, NJ, Eutawville,

SC (33.39 �N, 80.34 �W), Morven, GA (30.94 �N,

83.50 �W), Jasper, FL (30.54 �N, 82.95 �W), Fort Pierce,

FL (27.45 �N, 80.33 �W) and Homestead, FL. North

American lines were also provided by W. Eanes, which

included chromosome-extracted lines from Mount Sinai,

NY (40.95 �N, 72.84 �W) and by T. Morgan, which

included inbred lines from Raleigh, NC (35.77 �N,

78.64 �W). A total of 537 North American lines were

used in the polymorphism screen. The Australian sam-

ples were collected from Cooktown (15.47 �S, 145.25 �E),

Cape Tribulation (16.02 �S, 145.48 �E), Innisfail (17.52 �S,

146.03 �E), Cardwell (18.25 �S, 146.03 �E), Mackay

(21.13 �S, 149.18 �E), Gladstone (23.83 �S, 151.25 �E),

Maryborough (25.53 �S, 152.93 �E), Brisbane (27.47 �S,

153.02 �E), Kingscliff (28.25 �S, 153.57 �E), Coffs Har-

bour (30.30 �S, 153.13 �E), Port Maquarie (31.42 �S,

152.92 �E), Sydney (33.87 �S, 151.22 �E), Nowra

(34.87 �S, 150.60 �E), Bega (36.67 �S, 149.83 �E), Droman-

a (38.33 �S, 144.97 �E), Spreyton (41.22 �S, 146.25 �E),

and Sorrell (42.78 �S, 147.42 �E). A total of 384 Austra-

lian lines were used in the polymorphism screen. Both

alleles were counted in all samples except those from

Mount Sinai and Raleigh, which had isogenic chromo-

somes. Lines were screened for the In(3R)Payne inver-

sion following Matzkin et al. (2005) for the North

American samples and Anderson et al. (2005) for the

Australian samples. The association between the InR

indel polymorphism and In(3R)Payne was evaluated by

nominal logistic regression, modelling the log odds

(standard ⁄ inverted), using JMPV5 (SAS Institute).
Sequencing

To sequence North American samples, genomic DNA

was extracted from whole flies using the Wizard SV

Genomic DNA Purification System (Promega), the InR
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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and chico genes were amplified in sections of approxi-

mately 500 bp by polymerase chain reaction, and the

products were sequenced in both directions by the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania DNA Sequencing Facility using

an ABI 3100 sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Overlap-

ping sequence fragments were assembled into gene

sequences for each line using Sequencher 4.8 (Gene

Codes Corporation). A total of 27 chico and 41 InR

sequences were determined. Sequences have been

deposited in GenBank under accession nos. GQ927177–

GQ927244. To characterize the glutamine-histidine indel

length polymorphism in the Australian populations, an

approximately 240 bp fragment in the first exon at InR

was sequenced from 28 Australian samples. InR and

chico sequences from D. simulans and D. yakuba were

acquired electronically through the UCSC Genome Bio-

informatics website, http://genome.ucsc.edu/. Compar-

ison of the InR indel sequence region across 12

Drosophila species was performed with the Vista Gen-

ome Browser, http://pipeline.lbl.gov/.
Sequence analysis

Sequences were aligned using CLUSTALW. Analyses of

polymorphism and linkage disequilibrium, estimates of

nucleotide diversity, and tests for neutrality and diver-

gence were performed with DNASPV3.14 (Rozas & Rozas

1999). Linkage disequilibrium between the indel poly-

morphism in the first InR exon and the 177 observed

SNPs at that locus was evaluated by computing Fisher

Exact Test P-values for three by two contingency tables

in the R programming language. For expediency, only

sequences with the three most common indel alleles

(representing 87% of the total alleles) were used in the

analysis (seven sequences were excluded). The selec-

tion coefficient was estimated using unfolded and

folded configurations of silent and replacement

changes by applying the Poisson Random Field

method to the InR and chico sequence datasets, follow-

ing Hartl et al. (1994). The frequency distributions at

sites were polarized using the D. simulans sequence as

an outgroup.
Survey for polymorphism

Three SNPs were screened at larger sample sizes,

described above, using differential restriction enzyme

digestion after PCR amplification of specific fragments.

BtgI cut the SNP at position 1468, MboI cut the SNP at

position 3052 and BsgI cut the SNP at position 4531

(positions relative to GenBank accession no. GQ927244).

Primer pairs were as follows: for SNP 1468, forward

AACCCAACTGGTGGTGCTG, reverse GCAGAGTTTG-

CTGTTCCAG; for SNP 3052, forward GGTCATGGTAT-
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
TAAGCAATTTG, reverse AGGCTTATCTAGGTAGCT

CC; for SNP 4531, forward TCAATAGCGGGA-

TACGGC, reverse GAGCCAACTGAATGATGTTC.

Fragments were amplified in 30 cycles using 1.5 mM

Mg2 + ; annealing temperatures were 55 �C (SNP 1468)

and 52 �C (SNPs 3052 and 4531). The InR indel poly-

morphism was screened at larger sample sizes after

fragment amplification with a fluorescent-tagged pri-

mer, using either an Applied Biosystems 3100 capillary

sequencer or using 6% acrylamide gels on a Licor sys-

tem (IR2, BioSciences). Primer pairs for amplification of

this fragment were forward CAATATCTTTAGCAACT-

GTCAC and reverse TTTAGGGCTTAAACTCAGTC.

This fragment was amplified in 30 cycles using 2.5 mM

Mg2 + with an annealing temperature of 51.1 �C. Diges-

tion conditions followed protocols provided by New

England Biolabs. Purification by drop dialysis (Milli-

pore 0.025 lm VSPW filter) of the PCR product contain-

ing SNP 4531 was usually required for clean digestion

by BsgI. The indel identities named in this paper refer

to fragment lengths generated by these primers. The

relationships between allele frequency and latitude

were analysed by linear regression, using JMPv5 (SAS

Institute).
Phenotype assays

The effects of the 248 and 254 InR alleles on phenotype

were tested in three assays, using lines developed to

minimize confounding background effects. All lines

were maintained on standard cornmeal-molasses media

at room temperature and subject to ambient light

cycles. First, a third chromosome carrying the 248 allele

and a third chromosome carrying the 254 allele,

derived from the Mount Sinai population, were

extracted using balancers and put in a background with

isogenic X (w* from stock 2475 from the Bloomington

Stock Center) and second (from stock 6326) chromo-

somes. A stock with fused second and third chromo-

somes (stock 2475) was used to facilitate the selection

of + ⁄ CyO;+ ⁄ TM3 progeny in the F1 generation. The

two extracted lines carrying the 248 and 254 chromo-

somes were crossed, and the offspring permitted to

recombine for four generations. Individual third chro-

mosomes in the F4 generation were again extracted

with balancers, and each line was genotyped for the

InR indel polymorphism and for two of the clinal SNPs,

3052 and 4531 (SNP 1468 was identical between the

parentals). Four 248 lines and four 254 lines, for which

genetic variation was randomly distributed on the third

chromosome (outside of the interval containing InR)

across all lines, and for which the X and second chro-

mosomes were isogenic across all lines, were used in

each assay. Bottle cultures were reared at low density
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to minimize confounding environmental effects. Flies

were collected, freshly eclosed, over 24 h, and sorted

into vials of five males and five females each. To mea-

sure tolerance to oxidative stress, flies in three replicate

vials of each of the eight lines were aged at 25 �C for

5 days, then transferred into media-free vials with cot-

ton saturated with 1 mL of 30 mM methyl viologen

(paraquat) in 5% sucrose solution. After 48 h of contin-

uous exposure, patterns of mortality were determined

for females in all replicates. The oxidative stress data

were analysed with nominal logistic regression, model-

ling the log odds (mortality ⁄ survivorship). To measure

recovery from chill coma, flies in five replicate vials of

each of the eight lines were aged at 25 �C for 4 days,

then females were removed (with minimal CO2 expo-

sure) and aged another 24 h in vials with fresh media.

To induce cold stress, vials were completely covered in

ice and placed at 4 �C for 3 h, then restored to room

temperature. Time to recovery (transition to the upright

position) was recorded using a video camera and anal-

ysed by ANOVA. To measure fecundity, flies were trans-

ferred to fresh vials (without topical yeast) and eggs

were counted every day for 2 weeks. Three replicates

of each of the eight lines were used in this assay.

Cumulative fecundity was analysed by ANOVA. Line

nested within allele was treated as a random effect in

all statistical analyses, which were performed using

JMPv5 (SAS Institute).
Fig. 1 Polymorphism and divergence of InR amino acid sequences c

observed in both the North American and Australian sequence datasets

observed in the extended survey (233, 239, 242, 275). The most commo

second most common allele, 254, which is at high frequency at low latit
Results

Polymorphism

Sequencing revealed a trend in allele frequency across

latitude for several InR polymorphisms, including an

amino acid insertion–deletion (indel) polymorphism in

the first exon. This indel polymorphism disrupts repeats

of glutamine and histidine, and the same six sequence

variants were observed in both the North American

and Australian sequence datasets (Fig. 1). The remain-

der of the InR locus exhibited substantial polymorphism

in the North American sequence data: 88 synonymous

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), 15 nonsynon-

ymous SNPs, and 14 other indels (all but one of which

are intronic) were observed. Of the observed polymor-

phisms at InR, 13 showed trends in frequency across

latitude, including the indel polymorphism in the first

exon and 12 SNPs well-distributed across the locus

(Fig. 2). Considerable polymorphism was also found at

chico: 25 synonymous SNPs, 12 nonsynonymous SNPs,

and one indel were observed. However, no trend in

allele frequency across latitude was observed at chico.

Our sequencing results suggested that there might be

four regions of functional interest at InR. Linkage dis-

equilibrium analysis showed that the 12 clinal SNPs at

InR cluster tightly into three regions of disequilibrium

(Fig. 2). Within each cluster, the SNPs are in perfect or
ontaining the indel polymorphism. The same six variants were

, shown here; four additional, rare fragment length variants were

n allele, 248, which is at high frequency at high latitudes, and the

udes, are in black; the four remaining alleles are in grey.

� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd



Fig. 2 Diagram of the InR gene showing clinally varying poly-

morphisms. Grey boxes are exons, interior grey lines are in-

trons. The indel polymorphism and the 12 SNPs exhibiting

clines in frequency in the sequence data are indicated by

arrows. Black arrows indicate the four polymorphisms that

were screened at larger sample sizes. From left to right, the

positions of the 13 polymorphisms, beginning with the indel

and with reference to GenBank accession no. GQ927244, are:

430, 1277, 1466, 1468, 1493, 1566, 1753, 3052, 3093, 3122, 3124,

4531, 4534. Circles indicate which SNPs cluster together by

linkage disequilibrium, and the horizontal lines show the aver-

age disequilibrium between clusters. Linkage disequilibrium

was estimated by Fisher exact test; the numbers report the

average P-values for associations across clusters. All disequilib-

rium P-values for sites within clusters were < 0.0001. The dia-

gram is not accurate to scale.
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near-perfect disequilibrium; among clusters, the SNPs

are independent. These three SNP clusters are also

independent of the indel polymorphism in the first

exon. Consequently, we hypothesized that the indel

polymorphism and any one (or several) of the SNPs

within each cluster might be functionally important,

affecting phenotype and experiencing differential selec-

tion across latitude. But because only three latitudinal

regions from five populations were represented in our

sequence dataset, and because clinal patterns can occur

randomly, we expanded our polymorphism survey

with larger sample sizes, replicated on two continents.
Fig. 3 Allele frequencies across latitude for the four most common v

variants, 248 and 254, show significant clines in frequency on both c

the regression lines also show similarity between continents (North

SE = 0.0067; Australia: slope 248 = 0.0218, SE = 0.0027, slope 254 = )0

� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
Geographical patterns

Screened at larger sample sizes, the indel polymor-

phism in the first exon at InR exhibits a significant cline

in frequency across latitude in both North America and

Australia (Fig. 3, Table 1). The two most common

alleles, which comprise 65.1% and 66.1% of the total

alleles in North America and Australia, respectively,

vary significantly with latitude. The 248 allele (named

for its PCR fragment length) is rare at low latitudes and

increases in frequency with latitude (P = 0.0018 in

North America; P < 0.0001 in Australia); the 254 allele

is common at low latitudes and decreases in frequency

with latitude (P = 0.0134 in North America; P = 0.0006

in Australia). The reciprocal frequencies of the 248 and

254 alleles and the redundant clines on both continents

strongly suggest nonrandom distribution by selection.

Moreover, the rates at which the allele frequencies

change across latitude are very similar between conti-

nents (Fig. 3). Comparisons of the regression coeffi-

cients for both alleles show no significant differences

between the continents (for 248, Fs = 0.4930; for 254,

Fs = 3.6908; df=1,22; critical F = 4.301), and on both con-

tinents the two common alleles are present at equal fre-

quencies at approximately 25 � latitude (Fig. 3). In

addition to the six fragment length variants observed in

the sequence data, this survey revealed another four

(rare) alleles.

None of the other InR polymorphisms screened at

large sample size demonstrates a significant trend

across latitude on both continents. Representative SNPs

from each of the three clusters showing clinal patterns

in the sequence dataset were screened, but only the

Australian populations showed a significant pattern of

allele frequency across latitude (Fig. 4, Table 1). How-

ever, the regression coefficients for each SNP are not

significantly different between continents (for SNP 1468,

Fs = 0.1384; for SNP 3052, Fs = 0.2274; for SNP 4531,

Fs = 0.6512; df = 1,22; critical F = 4.301). This may reflect

similar responses across the continents but insufficient

power for detection in North America, where fewer
ariants of the InR indel polymorphism. The two most common

ontinents (see Table 1) and are shown in black. The slopes of

America: slope 248 = 0.0260, SE = 0.0053, slope 254 = )0.0221,

.0102, SE = 0.0024; see text for statistical comparisons).



Table 1 Results from the linear regression analyses evaluating InR allele frequencies across latitude

North America Australia

Indel polymorphism (All samples)

Allele F d.f. R2 P Allele F d.f. R2 P

245 0.1183 1,7 0.0166 0.7410 245 104.0094 1,15 0.8740 < 0.0001***

248 23.6822 1,7 0.7680 0.0018** 248 65.9628 1,15 0.8147 < 0.0001***

251 0.1612 1,7 0.0225 0.7001 251 26.5220 1,15 0.6387 0.0001***

254 10.7729 1,7 0.5963 0.0134* 254 18.4251 1,15 0.5512 0.0006***

SNPs representative of the three linked clusters

Site F d.f. R2 P Site F d.f. R2 P

1508 1.1085 1,7 0.1303 0.3274 1508 13.0197 1,15 0.4647 0.0026**

3039 3.9521 1,7 0.3553 0.0871 3039 32.7394 1,15 0.6858 < 0.0001***

4574 0.3462 1,7 0.0431 0.5747 4574 11.7721 1,15 0.4397 0.0037**

Indel polymorphism (Standard chromosomes only)a

Allele F d.f. R2 P Allele F d.f. R2 P

245 1.3779 1,7 0.1645 0.2788 245 1.2729 1,5 0.2030 0.3104

248 8.9143 1,7 0.5601 0.0204* 248 2.3958 1,5 0.3242 0.1823

251 4.4678 1,7 0.3896 0.0724 251 0.7031 1,5 0.1231 0.4400

254 1.1042 1,7 0.1363 0.3283 254 5.4709 1,5 0.5226 0.0665

Allele F d.f. R2 P

Indel polymorphism (Inverted chromosomes only)a,b

245 6.0345 1,9 0.4014 0.0364*

248 11.1870 1,9 0.5542 0.0086**

251 2.9945 1,9 0.2497 0.1176

254 1.1762 1,9 0.1156 0.3063

Statistical significance at: P < 0.05 (*), P < 0.01 (**) and P < 0.001 (***) levels. aOnly populations with seven or more of the indicated

chromosomal states were used in the analysis. bThe difference between heterozygous and homozygous inverted chromosomal

arrangements could not be determined in the North American samples, so results from inverted chromosomes from these

populations are not reported.
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populations were screened over a narrower range of lat-

itude. Of the 12 SNPs comprising these clusters, one

affects the amino acid sequence (Fig. 2); the other 11

are synonymous or intronic. While any of these SNPs

could be under direct selection, the robust clinal pat-

terns of the indel polymorphism make it the strongest

candidate functional polymorphism.

The clinal pattern of the InR indel polymorphism

does not appear to be caused by linkage with another

site on the third chromosome. The In(3R)Payne inver-

sion exhibits a cline in frequency across latitude in both

North America and Australia (Knibb 1982; Anderson

et al. 2005), and worldwide there is a significant associ-

ation between the indel polymorphism and the chromo-

somal arrangement: the 248 allele is 3.29 times more

likely to be associated with the standard chromosome

than is the 254 allele (odds ratio = 25.74; P < 0.0001).

Such an association would be expected between any
two clinal elements. Furthermore, two pieces of evi-

dence suggest that the observed changes in the indel

allele frequency are not driven by association with this

inversion. First, in North America, the magnitudes of

the indel clines are stronger than those reported for the

inversion (Knibb 1982). Second, indel clines generated

using only standard chromosomes in North America

and only inverted chromosomes in Australia still show

significance (Fig. 5, Table 1); low sample size of

specific alleles at the ends of the clines (i.e. 248 at low

latitudes, 254 at high latitudes) probably constrained

detection of significance in additional comparisons. It is

also possible that the indel’s geographical patterns are

driven by disequilibrium with another nucleotide poly-

morphism. However, of the 177 SNPs we observed

within the InR locus, only 11 are in significant disequi-

librium with the indel polymorphism (Fig. 6). Nine of

these are close neighbours; the remaining two encode a
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd



Fig. 4 Allele frequencies across latitude

for three InR SNPs which showed clinal

trends in the sequence data. Each SNP

represents a cluster of SNPs exhibiting

high linkage disequilibrium. Only the

Australian populations showed statis-

tically significant changes in allele

frequency across latitude (see Table 1),

but the slopes of the regression

lines are similar between continents

(North America: slope 1468 = )0.0082,

SE = 0.0078, slope 3052 = )0.0129, SE =

0.0065; slope 4531 = )0.0028, SE =

0.0047; Australia: slope 1468 = )0.0110,

SE = 0.0030, slope 3052 = )0.0161, SE =

0.0028; slope 4531 = )0.0136, SE =

0.0040; see text for statistical compari-

sons).

Fig. 5 Allele frequencies across latitude

for InR indel alleles on either standard

or In3RPayne inverted chromosomes.

The alleles shown here exhibit statisti-

cally significant or near-significant

changes across latitude (see Table 1).
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silent third-position site and an intronic site. Hence, it is

unlikely that the indel polymorphism is linked to a site

within InR that is responsible for the cline. Furthermore,

despite occurring in the 5¢ region of the sequence, we

observe significant decay of linkage disequilibrium both

5¢ and 3¢ of the indel polymorphism (Fig. 6). While we

cannot rule out the possibility that this polymorphism is

linked to a site outside the locus we sequenced, all our

evidence suggests that the indel polymorphism is an

independent site under direct selection.
Phenotype assays

In assays testing the effect of the InR polymorphism on

stress tolerance and fecundity, lines carrying the 248

and 254 alleles showed significantly different contribu-
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
tions to phenotype, and in the direction predicted by

the allele frequencies at low and high latitudes (Fig. 7,

Table 2). Flies homozygous for the 248 allele, which is

at high frequency at high latitudes, tolerated oxidative

stress better than flies homozygous for the 254 allele

(P = 0.0007), and recovered faster from chill coma

(P = 0.0305). Alternately, flies with the 254 allele laid

more eggs than those with the 248 allele (P = 0.0030).

These effects are accordant with phenotypic effects of

laboratory-induced mutations at InR and chico, which

show increased stress tolerance and reduced fecundity

when insulin signalling is reduced (Clancy et al. 2001;

Tatar et al. 2001). Consequently, the differences in per-

formance between lines carrying the naturally derived

InR alleles imply that the 248 allele reduces insulin sig-

nalling relative to the 254 allele. The results are also



Fig. 6 Linkage disequilibrium estimates between the InR indel

polymorphism and the 177 SNPs observed across the InR

locus. Disequilibrium was estimated by Fisher exact test;

P-values below the horizontal line indicate associations that

are statistically significant at the 0.05 level, after correction for

multiple tests. Most of the SNPs in significant linkage dis-

equilibrium reside with a few hundred bases of the indel

polymorphism, and decay of disequilibrium is demonstrated in

both the 5¢ and 3¢ directions.

Fig. 7 Effects on phenotype of the 248 and 254 InR alleles. In

all three assays, the alleles show contributions to phenotype

that are consistent with the predicted adaptive life history

response. Flies carrying the 248 allele showed better tolerance
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consistent with the hypothesis that the nonrandom

allele distributions across latitude are driven by alter-

nate selection regimes imposed by environments with

varying degrees of seasonal stress. The effect of line

(nested within allele) was significant or marginally sig-

nificant for the two stress assays, but there was no line

effect at all in the fecundity assay (Table 2). These

results do not provide direct evidence that the 248 and

254 alleles confer differences in stress tolerance or

fecundity, as the indel polymorphism was not perfectly

isolated from other allelic variation in the recombinant

strains used in the tests. In these strains, the two clinal

SNPs at sites 3093 and 4574 retained the linked allele

associations present in the original parental lines (the

clinal SNP at site 1508 was identical between the paren-

tals). Consequently, although these results demonstrate

a significant association between the indel alleles and

predicted phenotypes, they cannot distinguish between

contributions from the indel and any other linked poly-

morphisms within the interval containing InR.

to oxidative stress, faster recovery from chill coma, and lower

fecundity relative to flies carrying the 254 allele, which accords

with a selection regime favouring stress tolerant alleles at high

latitudes. Error bars show 95% confidence.

Tests for neutrality and selection

Classical tests of molecular evolution revealed evidence

of selection at InR, but not at chico. InR showed evi-

dence of adaptive protein evolution over the approxi-

mately 2 Myr since D. melanogaster shared a common

ancestor with D. simulans: the McDonald–Kreitman test

(McDonald & Kreitman 1991) for divergence demon-

strated an excess of fixed replacement changes between

the species (Table 3). These differences between species
were evenly distributed across both lineages, according

to polarization by an outgroup D. yakuba sequence (data

not shown). Our results are qualitatively identical using

sequences derived from just a single population (from

Bowdoinham, ME, N = 20) and gene trees showed no

evidence of sequence similarity by geography, indicat-
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd



Table 2 Results of the assays testing for functional differences

between InR alleles

Ox stress assay: Nominal logistic model effect Wald tests

Source d.f. v2 P

Allele 1 11.4927 0.0007***

line[allele] 6 11.5941 0.0717

Chill coma assay: ANOVA

Source d.f. MS F P

Allele 1 2.477 · 107 7.9284 0.0305*

line[allele] 6 3124151 7.7423 < 0.0001***

Error 16 403518

Fecundity assay: ANOVA

Source d.f. MS F P

Allele 1 1213650 23.0509 0.0030**

line[allele] 6 52651 0.9345 0.4973

Error 16 56341

Statistical significance at: P < 0.05 (*), P < 0.01 (**) and

P < 0.001 (***) levels.

Table 3 Results of the McDonald–Kreitman test for diver-

gence at InR and chico

Fixed

differences Polymorphisms

S NS S NS Pa

InR 101 37 88 15 0.03

standard 109 38 59 14 0.31

In(3R)P 106 37 62 5 < 0.01

chico 56 27 25 12 1.0

aP-values were computed by Fisher’s exact test using a two-

tailed distribution.
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ing that the test is unlikely to be biased by population

structure within our sample set (data not shown). The

polymorphisms we screened at larger sample size

showed that each allele state was present in each chro-

mosomal arrangement, indicating that there is signifi-

cant genetic exchange even at sites relatively close to

the In(3R)P inversion break points. Consequently, we

included sequences derived from both chromosomal

arrangements in these analyses. However, the McDon-

ald–Kreitman test at InR does show different results

when only standard and only inverted chromosomes

are evaluated: samples with standard chromosomes lose

statistical significance (P = 0.31), largely due to a

decrease in the number of synonymous polymorphisms,

but samples with inverted chromosomes gain signifi-
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
cance, following decreases in both synonymous and

replacement polymorphisms (P < 0.01) (Table 3). The

McDonald–Kreitman test showed no significant results

at chico, and the null hypothesis of neutral protein evo-

lution could not be rejected (Table 3). The McDonald–

Kreitman test evaluates evolution over a relatively long

timescale, while the clinal polymorphism screen

assumes contemporaneous evolution. Since the analyses

show adaptive patterns at InR and neutral patterns at

chico over both macro- and microevolutionary time,

these results may reflect differences in functional con-

straint between the genes that is both ancient and mod-

ern. InR also shows evidence of selection according to

estimates of the selection coefficient. These estimates

were determined by applying the Poisson random field

(PRF) method to the frequency distributions of both

silent and replacement SNPs (Hartl et al. 1994).

Although the unfolded frequency distribution at

replacement sites yielded a statistically neutral estimate

of the selection coefficient (cest = 0.42, CI = )2.18 to

2.63), both the unfolded and folded distributions of

silent SNPs at InR showed significantly positive esti-

mates (ces t= 4.09, CI = 1.85 to 11.82; cest = 1.98, CI =

0.24 to 18.71). We interpret these results as evidence of

selection on replacement sites linked to silent sites.

Although the PRF method assumes independence

between sites, this is not biologically realistic: an analy-

sis of all polymorphisms across InR showed patterns of

linkage disequilibrium that are typical for D. melanogas-

ter (Miyashita et al. 1993; Long et al. 1998; Langley et al.

2000), in which disequilibrium extends for 1–2 kb (data

not shown). Estimates for chico by both silent and

replacement unfolded sites were not significantly differ-

ent from zero (cest = )0.23, CI = )1.65 to 2.20; cest =

0.97, CI = )1.30 to 17.80). In our study, the estimation

of the selection coefficient may not be an especially

valuable measure because of the assumption of site

independence in the face of known linkage disequilib-

rium. However, these estimates are consistent with our

other results, which show evidence of selection at InR

but neutrality at chico. For both genes, nucleotide diver-

sity was estimated at levels typical for D. melanogaster

(InR pest = 0.0049; chico pest = 0.0033). Tests for neutral-

ity, including the Tajima (1989) test and the Fu & Li

(1993) test, did not reveal any significant departures

from the null hypothesis (for InR, Tajima’s D = )0.16,

P > 0.10, Fu and Li’s D = )1.63, P > 0.10; for chico, Taj-

ima’s D = )0.21, P > 0.10, Fu and Li’s D = 0.26,

P > 0.10). While the presence of the indel polymor-

phism at reciprocal frequencies across latitude is evi-

dence of balancing selection, the absence of significantly

positive D values for the neutrality tests at InR may be

a function of an overrepresentation of high latitude

sequences in our dataset, coupled with relatively few
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polymorphisms contributing to a signal for overdomi-

nance by linkage with the indel (Fig. 6).
Discussion

By examining patterns of nucleotide variation across

latitude, we have identified a putative functional poly-

morphism in the first exon at InR. The distribution of

the 248 allele at high latitudes and the 254 allele at low

latitudes, replicated across two continents, is strongly

suggestive of selection. Moreover, the functional tests

suggest that the alleles confer effects that are consistent

with adaptation to the environment in which they are

most common: lines carrying the 248 allele, which is

common in cold climates, show enhanced stress toler-

ance; lines carrying the 254 allele, which is common in

warm climates, show higher fecundity. We hypothesize

that the 248 allele reduces insulin signalling relative to

the 254 allele, and that seasonally imposed stress main-

tains high frequencies of the 248 allele at high latitudes,

which would otherwise experience negative selection

due to its pleiotropic cost to reproductive success. We

are currently measuring insulin signalling using bio-

chemical and gene expression assays, to determine if

signalling levels differ between the alleles. This mecha-

nism would be consistent with the role of insulin sig-

nalling in mediating stress tolerance, body size, lipid

content, longevity and reproduction (reviewed in Gian-

nakou & Partridge 2007), observed clines in these traits

across latitude (e.g. David 1975; Karan et al. 1998; Hoff-

mann et al. 2005; Schmidt et al. 2005a; Trotta et al.

2006; Schmidt & Paaby 2008), and the observed genetic

correlations between these traits among natural strains

(Hoffmann et al. 2001). Consequently, the identification

of this polymorphism might be an example of how a

specific, pleiotropic genic element may contribute to the

life history tradeoffs between reproduction, stress toler-

ance, and very likely, longevity.

However, the phenotype assays do not provide direct

evidence that the InR indel alleles confer differences in

stress tolerance or fecundity, as the polymorphism was

not completely isolated from other genetic variation

within the recombinant test lines. Rather, the assays

provide compelling preliminary results in support of

our adaptive hypothesis, by demonstrating a significant

association between chromosomal fragments harbouring

distinct alleles and the expected phenotypic outcome.

We have not characterized the recombination break-

points in the test lines, but it is likely that the intervals

containing the distinct InR indel alleles span many

genes. Current work is underway to test the functional

significance of this amino acid polymorphism more

robustly, using higher replication and additional alleles

from other source populations, and to evaluate how the
polymorphism affects a broad suite of traits, including

lifespan and other phenotypes, levels of insulin signal-

ling, and other dynamics within the pathway.

Natural genetic variation at other sites may contribute

to the patterns we observe. However, clinal patterns are

weaker at the other three polymorphisms we screened,

showing significance only in Australia. We conclude

that the indel polymorphism is the most likely func-

tional candidate polymorphism at InR. However, associ-

ations between phenotypes and cosmopolitan

inversions have been observed in natural populations of

D. melanogaster, and are likely due to selection at loci

within or near the inversions (Hoffmann et al. 2004).

The association of multiple insulin signalling loci with

inversions, along with observed clines in body size,

development, and inversion frequencies, have been pro-

posed to be a part of the same adaptive strategy (De

Jong & Bochdanovits 2003). InR is associated with the

inversion In(3R)Payne, which contains alleles under

selection (Kennington et al. 2006), is associated with

clinal variation in body size (Weeks et al. 2002; Rako

et al. 2006), and contributes to additive genetic variance

for other phenotypes that vary clinally (Kennington

et al. 2007). Consequently, it may be difficult to distin-

guish between selection at InR and selection on

In(3R)Payne. For example, if InR experiences direct

selection and contributes to differences in phenotypes

mediated by insulin signalling, its proximity to

In(3R)Payne may also contribute to the observed inver-

sion clines; alternately, selection at other loci associated

with the inversion may be driving the observed distri-

bution of InR alleles. However, the persistence of clinal

variation among InR indel alleles in standard and

inverted lines, the relatively stronger cline at InR com-

pared to the inversion in North America, and the decay

of linkage disequilibrium both 5¢ and 3¢ of the indel

polymorphism suggest a good measure of indepen-

dence between InR and In(3R)Payne.

Our data demonstrate that for two genes in the insulin

signalling pathway, only InR exhibits significant pat-

terns of polymorphism and divergence that are sugges-

tive of adaptive evolution. The clinal pattern of the indel

polymorphism and the evidence for protein evolution

and positive selection at InR suggest that this locus has

undergone adaptive evolution on both short and long

timescales; the evidence for protein evolution by the

McDonald-Kreitman method is significant considering

the potential for this test to underestimate adaptive

responses (Charlesworth & Eyre-Walker 2008). We do

not assume that the hypothetical selection pressures that

may be influencing life history evolution in contempora-

neous populations are necessarily relevant to or predic-

tive of pressures that drove the amino acid evolution of

InR over phylogenetic time. However, in the face of sim-
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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ilar functional characterization between InR and chico by

mutational genetics (Clancy et al. 2001; Tatar et al.

2001), our consistent results for adaptive evolution at

InR and neutral evolution at chico suggest that these

genes may be independently constrained. These results

are consistent with the hypothesis that although disrup-

tion of multiple genes within the insulin signalling path-

way can lead to a reduction in signalling, the receptor

molecule may be one of only a subset responsive to

selection. This situation may be analogous to metabolic

control theory, in which only some points can control

flux through the pathway (Kacser & Burns 1973).

Characterization of other insulin signalling genes in

other systems suggests that this pathway may be a fruit-

ful research target in the identification of additional loci

that contribute to additive genetic variance for life his-

tory traits. The transcription factor dFOXO is a promis-

ing candidate: overexpression of dFOXO extends

lifespan (Hwangbo et al. 2004), upregulation of dFOXO

is associated with lifespan extension by other genes in

the pathway, and the C. elegans ortholog daf-16 is essen-

tial for lifespan extension by insulin signalling

(reviewed in Giannakou & Partridge 2007). Natural vari-

ation at the human ortholog of dFOXO, FOXO3A, con-

tributes significantly to differences in longevity in

human populations (Flachsbart et al. 2008; Willcox et al.

2008), but variation in other natural populations remains

to be investigated. Polymorphism in the human insulin-

like growth factor I receptor (IGFIR) is also associated with

variation in human longevity (Suh et al. 2008). In teleost

fishes, the insulin-like growth factor II (IGF2) shows evi-

dence of selection responses that are coincident with the

evolution of placentation (O’Neill et al. 2007). Trans-

genic experiments have shown that Dp110, which

encodes the insulin-regulated phosphatidylinositol 3-

kinase, affects the expression of reproductive diapause,

a trait important in overwintering (Williams et al. 2006).

Diapause is variable in natural populations, shows

genetic correlations to multiple life history traits

(Schmidt et al. 2005a), and shows strong selective

responses over both spatial (Schmidt et al. 2005b) and

temporal (Schmidt & Conde 2006) scales. However,

there is an absence of pronounced polymorphism

between two natural Dp110 alleles that differentially

affect diapause: of 20 polymorphisms detected, none

affect the amino acid sequence, and no differences in

RNA levels have been detected (Williams et al. 2006).

Future characterization of natural populations may yield

further insight into whether this gene, or others in the

insulin signalling pathway, vary significantly in the

wild. Such investigations of natural genetic variation at

target genes can identify genic elements that contribute

to phenotype evolution, as well as elucidate important

dynamics within pathways and characterize genic func-
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
tionality on a fine scale. Genetic manipulations in the

laboratory typically demonstrate functions of whole

genes; the function of smaller regions and even specific

nucleotides can be resolved by evaluating natural alleles

if there is sufficient variation in the wild, where natural

selection can impose subtle pressure over many genera-

tions. In our study, the putatively functional InR allele

identifies a mutation that likely contributes to genetic

variance for lifespan along with associated life history

phenotypes, and provides fresh insight into the func-

tional genetics of insulin signalling.
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